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The Art of Placement meets the Art of Dressing. Style FENG SHUI THE ENERGY of Dressing with
Intention introduces readers to the groundbreaking idea of FASHION FENG SHUI, a holistic
personal design program that applies feng shui principles to personal appearance. FASHION
FENG SHUI The Power of Dressing with Purpose teaches you choosing clothes that: fulfill your
spirit, flatter your coloring and form, function for your life style, and fortify you to draw in your
desires. This publication, a comprehensive information to producing empowering and genuine
clothing choices, may be the culmination of the author's 25+ years of experience dressing the
mind, body and spirit.
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Helpful Fashion Feng Shui This book takes the reader step-by-step through the process of
determining their fashion personality and choosing the colors and kind of clothes that bestsuit
that personality. I found the book very easy to read also to follow and the information very easy
to check out. I highly recommend this book also to women who experience they aren't
interested in fashion. The Feng Shui method of dressing yourself conceived by Evana Maggiore,
picture consultant and qualified Feng Shui facilitator is an extremely different way to look at
choosing clothing, colors, fabrics, and design information than you'll find in other "outfit
yourself well" books. Style Feng Shui Transformed Me This book continues to truly have a
significant impact on my entire life over a year after reading it.! Image and colour feng shui-Ed
Must for image consultants, detailed and well explained. Each segregation of principles comes
with real life example which can help you relate to concepts. A different "Outfit Yourself"
approach Grab a copy of this book when you can. I simply wish generally there was a little more
guidance/examples of what to wear once you determine your archetype(s). Evana makes what is
actually a confusing instruction manual a straightforward to follow and fun method to learn
about ourselves and dressing for our modern times. Using Feng Shui for dressing to match our
personality and our needs actually is easy to perform with this publication. But if faced with the
decision again, I'd certainly still buy it! Style Feng Shui offers helped me gown my mind, body
and spirit. I used to look in my own closet and not find a thing to use, regardless of how stuffed
it had been. Now, I get excited and dress to feel a certain way or to match my purpose. Style
Feng Shui helped me recognize that the way I outfit impacts how Personally i think and what I
create in my life. Good book Great publication. It's made me even more creative, confident and
appealing through the clothes I wear. Every morning dressing becomes fun Evana Maggiore has
given those of us who dread finding dressed every morning a lovely gift with this reserve. You'll
learn to look at clothing within an entirely new way and make options that are authentic and
supportive of who you are. Different and much more individualized. Good stuff, however, not
enough content for $25 I love the suggestions presented in this publication, and they've
DEFINITELY already changed the way I shop and consider clothes generally. This handy
information will save us period from thinking about fashion with an easy way to arranging our
clothing for our best advantage. That is system is a really powerful device for transformation. It
produced me look at feng shui entirely new way regarding style. I'm a big feng shui fan and have
quit a few feng shui books, and would recommend that one because it is a great read.
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